We review the nonlinear channel capacity of optical fiber communication systems using both linear and nonlinear amplifiers. We show that the capacity of a nonlinear transmission system employing linear optical amplifiers can be enhanced by over 300% by using all optical regeneration OCIS codes: 070.4340 Nonlinear optical signal processing, 190.4380 Four-wave mixing.
Introduction
The capacity limit of a nonlinear fiber transmission system has been studied for many years [1] [2] [3] [4] , and is now the subject of tutorial and text book material [5] [6] [7] [8] . The limits arise due to a tradeoff between amplified spontaneous emission noise and Kerr nonlinearity, either expressed as four wave mixing [9] [10] , cross phase modulation [4] or Gaussian noise [8] between different signal fields [1, 2, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and between signal and noise fields [3, [10] [11] . With only a few exceptions [2, 3, 8] , all of these theories use the same basic assumptions, that different data bits interact in different fiber spans and that velocity matching is weak. This assumption essentially results in a complete randomization of the nonlinear distortion giving the same type of bi-Gaussian field distributions as observed for amplified spontaneous emission noise, resulting in a so called nonlinear signal to noise ratio SNR NL . Under these approximations familiar expressions such as the Shannon limit and the bit error rate of various constellations [12] may be calculated by substituting the signal to noise ratio with the nonlinear signal to noise ratio. Laboratory demonstrations are now able to match these theoretically predicted limits (for a comparative analysis see [13] ), and in some specific cases even exceed these limits (for example [14] [15] ). However without exception, none of these cases represent a Memory Less Linear Channel with Additive White Gaussian Noise. This offers the intriguing prospect of operating a transmission system with a capacity beyond the nonlinear Shannon limit of 2.Log 2 (1+SNR NL ) through a controlled introduction/exploitation of either channel memory or beneficial nonlinear effects. In this paper, we consider the impact of of multi-wavelength phase sensitive regenerators [16] [17] capable of regenerating higher order constellations [18] [19] and their potential to offer significant increase in capacity.
Nonlinear Shannon limit
Assuming OFDM or Nyquist WDM super-channels occupying a bandwidth B, the nonlinear signal to noise ratio, taking into account ASE noise, inter channel nonlinearity, digital back propagation and parametric noise amplification (but neglecting PMD) is approximately given by;
ln . (2) where P S represents the signal power spectral density, N S the number of spans, P ase the amplified spontaneous emission power spectral density generated by each amplifier,  a coefficient of nonlinearity depending on the WDM signal bandwidth B (and given by equation 2), ' represents the efficiency of digital back propagation, with a maximum value also given by equation 2, but with the signal bandwidth B replaced by the bandwidth subject to back propagation B'. From left to right, the terms in the denominator of equation 1 represent amplifier spontaneous emission, inter channel nonlinearity and parametric noise amplification respectively. In equation 2, the angular frequency at the center of the WDM band, the nonlinear refractive index, speed of light, effective area, fiber loss and dispersion coefficients have their usual symbols. From (1) it is possible to calculate the nonlinear Shannon capacity for a conventional system (neglecting parametric noise amplification for simplicity), a regenerated system (replacing the total number of spans N S with the number of spans between each of N R regenerators (N S /(1+N R ) ) and a system with ideal digital back propagation ('=). For these cases, the maximum nonlinear signal to noise ratio is given by; 
Note that here we neglect error propagation between regenerator spans [20] . From equation 3 we can immediately observe that ideal optical regeneration may improve the maximum signal to noise ratio directly in proportion to the number of regenerators used (up to a maximum improvement equal to the number of spans), such that SNR Regen ≈N R .SNR Conv . Similarly we would expect the capacity increase to asymptotically approach C=B.log 2 (1+N R ) In the case of digital back propagation, subject to the limits imposed by PMD, the maximum improvement in signal to noise ratio and increase in capacity is given by
Nonlinear amplifiers
In order to calculate the capacity of a given communication channel, it is necessary to calculate the conditional probability of receiving a particular point in the constellation diagram [4] . For an ideal cascade of phase regenerators (constant amplitude signals) the conditional probabilities for m-QAM with rectangular decision boundaries may be readily calculated to be
where W represents the transmission matrix of a single regenerator span, with matrix elements W kj , . represents the rounding (up) operation, x k represents one coordinate of the field value laying within the decision boundary for the k th constellation point where the coordinate axes are aligned along the natural axes of the constellation and the magnitude of the constellation points increase in value with k. A similar expression exists for the y -coordinate. It may be shown that when the error probability is low (high signal to noise ratio within each regenerator span), the increase in capacity approaches
where Ω(.) represents the Lambert function. The first term of equation 6 represents the loss of capacity associated with the use of a discrete constellation whilst the second term represents the entropy change associate with the error propagation through a cascade of regenerators. For practical regenerators with continuous (not step-wise) transfer functions [eg 18], it may be necessary to calculate the transmission matrices W kj numerically. Figure 1 illustrates typical performance characteristics for the conventional system with and without digital back propagation, and for optical regenerators showing calculations assuming no error accumulation between regenerators and calculations taking into account the full conditional probability distribution for a cascade of regenerators. Digital back-propagation of the channel of interest, or even over an optical bandwidth of 250 GHz for an optical super channel with phase coherent receivers (shown as the dark blue dashed line) only offers a few dB improvement in SNR (or transmission reach), and whilst this is useful for extending the capacity of mesh networks [21] the benefit is restricted. Nonlinearity compensation over the full WDM bandwidth on the other hand offers a substantial increase in capacity [10] (shown as the light blue line) and may be implemented using optical phase conjugation [22] . This enables an approximately 50% increase in capacity for all length scales. As indicated in equation 3, ideal optical regeneration restores the signal to noise ratio, essentially shortening the transmission span over which linear and nonlinear noise accumulate. This basic performance, neglecting error propagation is shown in green in figure 1 (solid green line) . The exact calculation for a cascade of optical regenerators is shown by the series of red lines, ranging from one regenerator per span (solid red line) to one regenerator for eight spans (long dashed red line). Despite a slight deviation from the ideal regenerator, all optical regeneration offers significant capacity increases when compared to a conventional system, and presents the highest capacity solution over single mode fiber for transoceanic distances.
Typical performance

Conclusions
In this paper we have discussed the capacity limits of conventional WDM systems and compared them to the limits obtained using either nonlinearity compensation or all-optical regeneration. We find that both full band nonlinearity compensation and all-optical regeneration both offer significant capacity gains, despite error accumulation in the case of the all optical regeneration solutions. In particular we find that all optical regeneration offers the highest overall capacity for transoceanic systems and offers up to 75 % increase in capacity for transcontinental systems.
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